Our Mission

Rooted in Catholic values, Jennings nurtures and celebrates individuals as they age, through exceptional choices and continuous innovation.

In fulfilling our mission we commit ourselves to these values:

Respect • Compassion • Community
Discovery of Potential • Celebration of Life
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President and CEO
Allison Q. Salopeck
Dear Friends,

We are often asked what goes on at Jennings. We give examples of joyful moments shared between children and residents during our intergenerational programs. We showcase classes and lifelong learning, cooking, art and history. We invite people to celebrations, Mass, rosary and highlight examples of our values. Quite simply, life happens here!

From the simple joys of visiting between neighbors to celebrations of centenarians, Jennings is blessed to travel with each individual on their life’s unique journey. In 2018, we continued to grow our Jennings at Brecksville community and explore the new interests and talents of people who live and work there. We also brought life to Notre Dame Village, a new independent and assisted living residence in collaboration with the Sisters of Notre Dame on their pastoral Chardon location. At our Garfield Heights campus, we implemented innovative ways to enhance the lives of people we serve, such as outfitting all rehabilitation suites with fall protection flooring and offering state-recognized therapeutic art classes to individuals with memory impairment.

Our founder, Monsignor Gilbert P. Jennings, was known for meeting the needs of his people and finding innovative ways for them to live and receive care. Since the founding of our organization in 1942 in his honor, we carry out that spirit of compassion and innovation in our mission and in our every day work. It is an exciting time for Jennings---to be welcomed into new communities where we can expand our mission and serve more people, as well as to break new ground with technology and skills that positively impact the lives of those who work, live, volunteer and receive care with us.

As we celebrate the journey of each person whose life happens here, we thank you for being part of the Jennings journey with us.

Sincerely,

Allison Q. Salopeck
President and CEO
Jennings served more than 1,500 individuals through its residences and community-based services.

Apartments (units) = 210
Holy Spirit Villas (units) = 10
Assisted living, Garfield Heights (suites) = 54
Assisted living, Jennings at Brecksville (suites) = 74
Short-term rehabilitation (suites) = 27
Long-term care (suites) = 147
Adult day services (participants) = 50
The Learning Circle child care (participants) = 89
Notre Dame Village Apartments = 81
Notre Dame Village Cottages = 10
Notre Dame Village Assisted Living = 36

Jennings Home Care = 94
Jennings Hospice = 69
Jennings Adult Day Services = 112
The Learning Circle at Jennings = 93

Results exclude revenue and expenses from Jennings Manor, St. Rita Apartments and Library Court Apartments.
2018 Community Benefit

Our mission and values call for us to treat each individual with respect and compassion. We value each unique person, from those living independently to the most frail, while also extending our hearts to the community. In the spirit of Monsignor Gilbert P. Jennings, known to be a forward-thinking “man of the people,” we continue our person-centered philosophies and innovative practices. Jennings cares for the dignity of each person, and as a charitable, not-for-profit organization we practice good stewardship of resources and talent.

VOLUNTEER STATISTICS

Jennings is grateful for the time and talent of volunteers whose hands and hearts make a difference in the lives of people we serve. Adults, volunteer groups, corporate volunteer days and student volunteers gave generously of their time - from individuals visiting with Jennings Hospice patients to cosmetology students providing manicures to residents, we are blessed that volunteers choose Jennings.

In 2018, Jennings hosted:
- 504 volunteers (adults and students)
- 27,603 volunteer hours (equivalent to 13 full-time staff members)

STAFF AND BOARD MEMBER PHILANTHROPY

Jennings’ leadership team and board of directors are committed to our mission and values. This shows not only in their everyday work and advocacy, but in their philanthropic efforts for Jennings. Philanthropic participation by Jennings’ leadership team and board of directors is nearly 95%. Together, 2018 funds raised by Jennings staff and board members totaled more than $148,000.

UNREIMBURSED CARE

Through a continuum of care, Jennings is able to provide quality care with dignity not only for individuals with financial ability but also those whose limited means would otherwise provide them with fewer choices. Jennings’ rate-restricted services and unreimbursed charitable care substantially impacts Northeast Ohio families:

Total cost of unreimbursed care at Jennings in 2018 = $2,941,270
- Unreimbursed long-term care = $2,858,285
- Unreimbursed assisted living = $43,470

Rate-restricted services
- Affordable Housing: Jennings offers more than 200 apartments in two locations that provide residences for individuals 55 and older with low to moderate
income so they can continue to live successfully with independence and with services.

• Community-based Support: Jennings’ adult day services and child care are a critical support for family members and caregivers in the community. They know their loved ones receive quality care while they attend to personal and work responsibilities. These services are partially funded by community programs and often do not cover the total cost of the care provided.

EDUCATION AND ADVOCACY

• Advocated actively in local, state and national activities for older adults and positively affect changes in services to support successful aging.
• Served as preceptors for students from Kent State University, Cleveland State University Graduate Program and The Ohio State Board of Long-term Care Services and Supports pursuing a career in long-term care administration.
• Created opportunities and engaged students in earning service hours individually or as groups and engaged local high school students through internship programs, job shadowing and practicum.
• Hosted visiting health care students of a foreign exchange program in collaboration with Case Western Reserve University to illustrate best practices in caring for older adults.
• Developed job shadowing and mentorship opportunities (Cuyahoga Valley Career Center and Cornucopia).
• Visited legislators and administrators in Columbus, Ohio and Washington, D.C. as well as hosting them at Jennings to further discussions about the changing needs of older Americans.
• Developed and shared articles impacting older adults through traditional and social media venues.
• Hosted a clinical setting for undergraduate training, mentored students and provided internships in nursing and other disciplines (accounting, dietitian, physical therapy, social work, IT, dining services) from several local and out-of-state colleges.

CONVENING AND COLLABORATING

• Participated in membership and best practice sharing at the local, state and national levels: Eldercare Committee of Catholic Health Cleveland State University nursing students, as well as students from Northeast Ohio nursing programs, visited Jennings for experience with older adults and individuals with memory impairment.

Jennings’ President and CEO Allison Q. Salopeck (seated at left) visited Washington, D.C. with colleagues to present to bipartisan legislators around the importance of Medicaid as a safety net for senior services.
Association, referral network groups, LeadingAge Ohio, chambers of commerce, LeadingAge, Kiwanis and community education groups.

- Partnered with area educational organizations to solve health care workforce challenges.
- Shared best practices and research in life enrichment through Northeast Ohio Association of Activity Professionals.
- Engaged with interfaith organizations.

**INNOVATION**

- Engaged elementary school students in a music program to enhance intergenerational experiences that offer older adults mentorship opportunities through musical theater.
- Connected with and evaluated new products and technologies in collaboration with LeadingAge Center for Aging Services Technologies.
- Collaborated with other health care technology professionals to plan for integrated health care delivery among varying hospitals and health care systems.
- Promoted and participated in a comprehensive departmental and individual recycling program, and provided site for community paper recycling.

**COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT**

- Hosted daily Catholic Mass and Rosary as well as Bible study and spiritual dialogue.
- Provided arts, culture and education to the community through approximately 85 free events.
- Supported individuals in the community with education about the types of services throughout a continuum of care.
- Welcomed community members for spiritual programs through the James D. and Joan M. Clark Fund for Resident Spiritual Support.
- Hosted intergenerational programs for area students in grades K-12 (including Garfield Heights City Schools, Trinity High School, Maple Heights City Schools, Laurel School).
- Provided community health education with health talks and exercise opportunities.
- Educated community adults and caregivers through health fairs and community talks.
- Provided a venue for community-based, non-profit organizations and interfaith worship events.

Girl Scouts from Independence raised funds and enhanced Jennings’ Rec Room with shelves, books and games.

Jennings welcomed the community for speakers, performances and spiritual programs. This memoir writing class was a collaboration between Notre Dame Village and Geauga County Library.
Jennings
10204 Granger Road | Garfield Heights, OH 44125
216.581.2900

Jennings offers a full continuum of care, from independent living residences to long-term care, for individuals with varying range of financial means. Jennings provides services to the community with adult day services, child and infant care, short-term skilled nursing and rehabilitation, home care and hospice.

- All private residences include: villa homes, apartments with services, assisted living, memory care and long-term care
- On-site Chapel with daily Catholic Mass and Rosary as well as spiritual programs and pastoral care
- Emphasis on individual-driven choices
- Beauty salon/barber shop
- Resident Council election of officers, resident meetings and activities
- Daily activities and trips, regular exercise programs and intergenerational programs
- On-site Wellness Center for seeing physicians, specialists and massage therapy
- Outdoor gardens and walking paths
- Community rooms for private family gatherings

Jennings at Brecksville
8736 Brecksville Road | Brecksville, OH 44141
216.581.2900

Jennings at Brecksville combines Western Reserve architecture with modern style, individualized comforts and exceptional amenities.

- Choice of all-private spacious apartment-style suite floor plans
- Spiritual services and daily transportation to Mass
- Emphasis on individual-driven choices
- Varying service plans for individuals to remain in the same suite but receive additional support as needs change
- Access to Jennings suite of services when needed, such as rehabilitation and hospice
- Daily activities, special events and regular group trips as well as local transportation and fitness programs
- Pub and gathering spaces for private family functions
- Beauty/barber services
- Flexible lease terms
**Library Court**

16301 Chagrin Boulevard | Shaker Heights, OH 44120
216.581.2900

**Affordable independent living**

Library Court offers 44 apartments of independent living with affordable rents for individuals who have low to moderate income.

- One- and two-bedroom apartment floor plans
- Close to many everyday Shaker Heights amenities such as grocery shopping, pharmacy and banking choices that are within walking distance from the apartments
- Public transportation is easily accessible
- Programs at the Shaker Heights Library as well as a variety of programs and social services at the Stephanie Tubbs Jones Community Center
- Central to physicians and a major hospital
- Rent includes all utilities except phone, Internet and cable
- Some unit layouts support mobility impairment
- Key-entry at front door and apartment; guests ring individual apartment for entry
- Community rooms for gathering or games with neighbors

**Notre Dame Village**

10950 Pine Grove Trail | Chardon, OH 44024
440.279.2400

**A campus of living and learning**

From natural serenity to customizable home features, Notre Dame Village is a community on the Sisters of Notre Dame campus in western Geauga County, Ohio. The development offers independent and supportive residences for adults.

**Cottage homes:** spacious 2 bedroom/2 bathroom open floor plans with quality comforts and affordable style, choices and upgrades to make it your home. These exceptional homes are crafted by local award-winning home builder Payne and Payne.

**Apartments:** private, open floor plan apartments, with amenities such as in-suite laundry and underground parking. A maintenance free lifestyle is complemented by a balance of privacy and life enriching activities.

**Small house assisted living with memory care:** each house provides a natural home setting to 12 individuals, with a holistic approach to honor each resident’s choices and is meant to give equal weight to all aspects of the holistic person.
For more than 75 years, the generosity of donors have helped the Sisters of the Holy Spirit and Jennings staff to continue the vision of our founder, Monsignor Gilbert P. Jennings. Championing our innovation, mission and ministry has impacted thousands of individuals throughout Northeast Ohio.

We make every effort to ensure the accuracy of our donor lists. We deeply apologize for any errors or omissions and invite you to contact the Development Department at (216) 581-2902, ext. 2327 with any corrections.

Thank you!

2018 Benefactors

HOLY SPIRIT HERITAGE SOCIETY MEMBERS
The Holy Spirit Heritage Society at Jennings is a simple, yet lasting way to support Jennings’ mission for years to come. Just as the campus began with Monsignor Jennings’ estate gift, planned or deferred gifts can help individuals achieve financial goals, minimize taxes and probate expenses, and create a personal legacy at Jennings. The Holy Spirit Heritage Society is a comprehensive planned giving program beneficial to both the donor and Jennings.
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Mrs. Ruth Cope
Mr. Joseph J. Dolezal†
Robert B. Egan†
Charles A. Fatica, Jr.†
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Pearl Gasper†
Daniel Glow†
Mr. George Goudreau, Sr.†
Kathleen M. Huttel†
Jacque and Peter† Hoyt
Monsignor Michael B. Ivanko†
Monsignor Gilbert P. Jennings†
Mr. Thomas C. Jennings†
Floyd E. Karmilowicz
Norman King
Mr. Robert Koehl†
Mr. William E. Koehl†
Mr. and Mrs. James† and Sophia Koudelka
Barbara E. Kozel
Mrs. Elizabeth Jane Krejci†
Carol C. Kutik†
David and Martha Kutik
Albina Laskowski†
Mary Jane Latimer†
Mr. Carl Ludwig†
Gloria Mayer†
Mrs. Donna McClanahan
Ms. Josephine B. Morrison†
Ms. Mary Nepodal†
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Agnes Seib†
Ms. Mary H. Smith†
Mr. Stanley H. Smith†
Frank and Anne Wade
Ethel Walsh†
The Howard† and Rita Whittaker Family

NAMED ENDOWMENT FUNDS
The Endowment Fund helps to ensure the ongoing viability of Jennings and our commitment to care and services. Creating a named endowment fund of $10,000 or more provides recognition for a donor’s significant and lasting contribution into perpetuity. After an endowment gift is contributed or a named endowment fund has been established, the donor may continue to make subsequent gifts and encourage others to contribute at any level.

Gertrude Borowski Physical Fitness Fund
The Bette and Thomas Calevich
Resident Life Enrichment Fund
Thomas J. and Jane E. Campbell Fund
James D. and Joan M. Clark Fund for Resident Spiritual Support

† The symbol of the cross indicates that the member is deceased.
Monsignor Thomas Corrigan Resident Activity Fund
Dorothy Ebner Staff Education Fund
Rudy L. Eliason Staff Recognition Fund
The Goudreau Family Fund for the Retired Religious
Paul and Muriel Greve Memorial Fund
The Fr. Walter Jenne Endowment Fund
Henry P. and Kathryn A. Kurdziel Fund for the Adult Day Center
The Harry and Carol Kutik Memorial Fund
J. Robert and Ann Snider McCabe Fund
Mildred McIntyre Resident Cooking Fund
The Margaret and Murlan J. Murphy Memorial Fund
Mary Ellen Mysliwiec Resident Cooking Fund
F.J. O'Neill Charitable Corporation Fund
Josephine and Alice V. Perney Fund
Libera M. Pilla Fund
Fred Schuckert Alzheimer's Fund
Sister Mary Philomena Excellence in Dining Services Fund
Stella Smiechewicz Safe Movement Fund
Thomas F. and Charlotte B. Twaro Endowment Fund for Care Taking of Religious Garden Statuary
Norman and Vivian Vopat Fund for the Support of Quality Skilled Nursing Care
Frances Weitzel Memorial Fund

FRIENDS & SUPPORTERS
We graciously recognize our generous donors who have made monetary contributions or who have pledged their support to Jennings from January 1, 2018 through December 31, 2018. The Development Office can be reached at (216) 581-2902, ext. 2327 with any questions.

ZACCHEUS CLUB
($10,000 & ABOVE)
A.D. Family Fund of the Cleveland Foundation
Anonymous
James D. and Joan M. Clark
Esther Cunzolo
Tony and Susan DiGeronomo
Dworken & Bernstein Co., L.P.A.
Robert B. Egan Charitable Remainder Trust
Mrs. Pearl J. Gasper¹
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Jacqueline L. Hoyt
KeyBank Foundation
David and Martha Kutik
The Fred A. Lennon Charitable Trust
Charles J. Morelli
Hugh and Suzanne Morgan
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Charlotte Twaro¹
John and Jeanette Walton
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Debbie and Mike Wilson
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Anonymous
James and Patricia Campbell
Evelyn and Mark Duffy
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Fr. Walter Jenne
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David J. Krus
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Colleen Lavelle
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Phil and Karen Bova
Robert Bowen
Dr. Carla Calevich
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Carfagna
The John Milton Costello Foundation
Donley's
Kathy and Patrick Dowd
Dubick Fixture and Supply, Inc.
Robert Eckardt
Rev. Thomas G. Elsasser
Lynn Ensinger
Fedeli Family Charitable Foundation
Ferfolia Funeral Homes Inc.
Anthony Fidram
FirstEnergy Foundation
The GE Foundation
Laurie Godic
Linda F. Grau
Rick and Terri Hall
Albert and Dawn Hanzlick
Harold J. Belkin Foundation
HealthPRO Rehabilitation
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Huntley
HW & Co.
Hyland Software
James C. and Nancy Hyland
Kathleen Kniely
Anne and Steve Kordas
Leonard Kryszinski
Henry P. Kurdziel
Labella Lawn Care and Snow Removal, Inc.
Mary Lansky
Jim and Vida Lock
The Catherine L. and Edward A. Lozick Foundation
Maloney + Novotny LLC
George S. Matejka, Ph.D.
James and Carol McGrath
Medical Mutual of Ohio
Ken and Beth Misener
Mobility Works
The MPB Charitable Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey E. Nock
The O’Brien Law Firm, LLC
John Passe
Karen and David Peereboom
Mrs. Geri Quick
Remedi SeniorCare
dave and Cindy Saunders
Bill and Margaret Simon
Dennis and Paula Timco
TESCO-Transportation Equipment Sales Corp.
Tucker Ellis LLP
UNITED Medical Supply Company
Keisha Walker
Michael Walton
Jennifer Weaver
Annette Wietecha
Dr. Robert Wright
Bill and Chris Wrobel
Timothy Zak
Ziegler & Company
James G. Zupka, CPA
Dr. and Mrs. D. A. Zydowicz

FRUITFUL TREES CLUB
($500 TO $999)
Anonymous
Mary and Kevin Anthony
Martin and Cheryl Bendokas
William J. and Jean M. Bergold
Dr. and Mrs. Gary and Connie Bollin
Bonezzi Switzer Polito & Hupp Co. L.P.A
Linda Bryant
CHN Housing Partners
Mary Christmyer
James and Karen Clark
Mayor and Mrs. Vic Collova - City of Garfield Heights
Peggy Connorton
Sheila P. Cooley
Judy and Darrel Cox
CryoActive Fitness Therapy
Michael E. Cullen
Cuyahoga Community College
Donald and Mary Jo Dailey
Dr. Michelle Dietz
Enviro Chemical
Kathleen T. and John Famiglietti
FEC Mobile Eye Clinic
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony C. Foos
Furniture Solutions Group
Richard and Robbin Garcia
Rita Glow
Golubski Deliberato Funeral Home
Gorman-Lavelle Corporation
Joe and Karen Greulich
LaVerne and Randy Griffiths
Brian and Patricia Guercio
Lorrie and Dale Harper
Home Instead Senior Care
Kehoe Brothers Printing
Knights of Columbus
Maple Heights Council 5106
Rita Kotabish
Fred and Judy Kovalik
The Krill Company, Inc.
James and Carol Kulevich
Lancaster Pollard
Latek & Rybicki Family
Funeral Homes
Rev. Allan R. Laubenthal
Mildred Lind
Jason J. Lundy
Richard Mackessy
Marous Brothers Construction
Fred and Trish Martin
Michele and Kevin McGrath
Susan S. Means
Mr. and Mrs. Michael T. Mills
MobilexUSA a Trident Health Services Company
Charles J. Morelli, Jr.
Matt and Jonida Morelli
Stephanie Morley
George and Barbara Moscarino
David and Inez Myers Foundation, Cleveland, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Nock
Ohio Catholic Federal Credit Union
Alison O’Sullivan
Thomas W. and Joanne C. Pietrocin
PIRHL, LLC
Dan and Carol Prendergast
Mr. and Mrs. William Prendergast
Richter Healthcare Consultants
Salesforce Foundation
SATECH, Inc.
John and Jeannie Siefert
Michael Silvestro
Jordan and Sarah Stengel
Mary Ann Theby
Peter A. Tomasek
TREMCO
Damian and Linda Vopat
Frank and Anne Wade
Bill and Dawn Weaver
Linda M. Weir
Scott Winter
Charles Wohlgemuth
Richard Zak
Ted and Diane Zawadski

SOWERS CLUB
($250 TO $499)
Anonymous
James F. App
Gilbert Aumiller
Sarah Barger
Harold and Barbara Belkin
Bill and Carol Bennett
Donald Bosela
Ruth Brant
Jim and Lisa Brazytis
David Brown
John and Jayne Chebra
Elizabeth Clark
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cotter
Sandra and Joseph Curatolo, Esq.
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Mary Danko
Maggie Dempsey
Casimer R. DiFrancesco
Susan Draus and Burt McCorkle
Thomas E. Emmerling
Nancy Fierle
Dan and Joanne Gallia
Geauga Mechanical
William and Nancy Goddard
Arne Goldman
The Goudreau Companies
Frank and Mary Hackett
Joyce and Jack Hall
Don and Jeanne Henderson
The Jones Family
Alan and Mary Lou Kalish
Paul and Vickie Kellermann
Donna Marie Koler
Allison Lansell
Don and Pierrette Lock
Susan and Sal LoDolce
Brian and Renai Basta Lowry
The Lubrizol Foundation
Patricia and Dennis Menendez
Rosemary E. Michaels
Keith and Mary Miles
Joe and Nancy Mirenda
Oswald Companies
John and Mary Patton
PepsiCo Foundation
Pierre’s Ice Cream Company
Pat and Andrea Powers
Dan Prater
The Progressive Insurance Foundation
Adam Quick
Brian Quinn
Janet Rice
Rick and Sue Rohrer
Leo Rosner
Robert and Barbara Sabo
Dario and Kathleen Sanchez
Gary Sislak and Catherine Demko
Kay Soltysiak
Kenneth and Patricia Stephan
Thomas and Carole Tamulewicz
Nancy Thompson
Paul and Kimberly Trickett
Patricia Tremonto
Betty Trigg
Trinity Episcopal Church
Linda and Joe Wasco
Mrs. Reba Weaver
Tom and Gerry Webb
Johanna Wirbel
Tom and Trudy Wrabel
Dan and Shirley Zabiegala
Ms. Louise Zaccardelli

MITE BOX CLUB
(UP TO $249)
Susan K. Ables

Students from St. Michael School choir visited Jennings at Brecksville to perform their musical talents. #LifeHappensHere
Jennings’ staff participate in an annual Education FunFair for demonstrations, skill sharpening, best practices and important information. These interactions also help staff to continue discovering their potential, one of the Jennings values. #LifeHappensHere
Through resident cooking and baking clubs, individuals share their talents and favorite recipes. #LifeHappensHere
Jennings and the Sisters of Notre Dame collaborated to open Notre Dame Village, a community of living and learning on the Sisters of Notre Dame campus. Notre Dame Village provides cottage homes, apartments and memory care assisted living to adults 62 and older. In September, Bishop Roger Gries blessed the buildings during the dedication ceremony hosted by the two organizations. Left photo, pictured from left: Sister Eileen Skutt, SND; Jennings President and CEO Allison Q. Salopeck; and Bishop Roger Gries, OSB. Top right photo: Notre Dame Village cottages feature “zero-step” accessibility. Bottom right photo: Guests enjoyed Notre Dame Village’s dedication reception in the apartment’s restaurant-style cafe.
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Michael A. Polomsky
Lawrence and Loretta Post
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Poussart
Sarah Pozek
Robert Prusak
Lois A. Puky
Mr. and Mrs. Henry A. Putre
Mary Quandt
Deborah Quella
Katherine Quick
George and Connie Radous
Ben Randall
Joseph L. Relovsky
Kathleen and Tom Repko
Laura and Dan Resecker
Mr. and Mrs. Donald A. Richer
Joan M. Roach
Dr. Amy Roberts and
Mr. Jason Roberts
Michael and Patricia Roberts
Norma Robinette
Dean and Renee Robinson
Marilyn and Christopher Rodeno
James Rogerson
Dale Roginski
Rolf Goffman Martin Lang LLP
Margaret Ann Rooks
Rachele Rosa
Dennis and Mary Rowsinki
Ann M. Rowlett
Cynthia Rozzo
Stephen and Lisa Rudge
Christopher Russ
Karen Rymut
T.J. Saito
Emily Salopeck
James Schaffer
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Schiavoni
Herb Schilling
Betty and Stu Schlackman
Fr. Daniel Frederick Schlegel
Mary Schmitz
Eric Schram
Martha Semancik
Teresa Seneski
Robert R. Sepsi
Geraldine Sexton
James and Elizabeth Shortle
Nancy A. Shula
Robert and Patricia Sidlow
Mark and Judene Silbiger
William Simon
Ralph Simone
Patricia Sims
Thomas and Pamela Skernivitz
R. A. Skocaj
Margery Gerbec Slatkovsky
Rob Slowey
Bob and Sue Slowey
Todd M. Slowey
Kathy Smith
Denise Smudla
Jeff Snodgrass
Kelly Soller
Mr. and Mrs. George S. Soos
Jodi Spiegel
Cindy Spittler
Staff Schedule Care
Paul and Christy Stark
Ms. Dora Steward
Gary and Marilyn Steyskal
Frank B. Strater
Bob and Sandi Stratman
Agnes Stropkay
Diane M. Stuczynski
Marian and Nancy Suhoza
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Suit
John Summerall
Beverly Svenson
Sister Valerie Sweeney, SND
Rita Szymczak
Bernard and Veronica Tabaj
Dawn Tabaj
Mr. Blair Taseff
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Tayek
Yolanda Tench
Frank and Deborah Teriaca
Vincent Terrano
The Tettau Family
Marlene and Roger Thresher
Nancy Tinsley
Ray and Eileen Tisler
Jean Toombs
William and Joan Tosko
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Travagliante
Denise Tuchfarber and Jim Simonin
Dan Tucholski
Rev. Carl A. Uhler
Bill and Carolyn Urban
Anthony Vaccaro
Bill and Renee Vander Wyden
James Vegh
Gregory and Mary Verbick
Grace Vitalone and Family
Vince and Beverly Vitalone
Mary F. Voglmayr
Patricia A. Votava
Robert Voytas
Robert Wanous
Matt and Sara Wanous
John and Kathleen Warren
Betty Watson
Waypoint Partners
Mary Ann Webb
Bob and Carla Weber
Mr. and Mrs. James Weist
Tom and Dee Welch
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Wenger
Dottie Wesley
Kristen Wheeler and Jason Skok
Robert White
Gloria and Joseph Wick
Gregory and Suzanne Wilk
Bob and Jane Williams
Gayle Williams
Lisa Williams
Taylor Wilson
Jack E. Winters, D.D.S.
Ann J. Winton
Jack and Pat Wolf
Ray Wood
Emily Woods
Robert and Juliann Zab
John Zaccardelli
Richard and Mary Ann Zakrajsek
Ken Zgrabik
Carol Ziegler
Erich Zienka
Lou Zigmund
Louis and Jean Zigmund
George and Margie Zolan
Mike and Nan Zupancic
Mr. Joseph F. Zwilling
Dale Zydowicz
Dan and Shirley Zabiegala
John Zaccardelli
Dan and Lori Zeiser
Fr. Kestutis Zemaitis
Louis and Jean Zigmund
Mr. Joseph F. Zwilling
Dale Zydowicz
† The symbol of the cross indicates that the member is deceased.
In-Kind Gifts

Thank you to our in-kind donors. The goods received from January 1, 2018 through December 31, 2018 were used to support programs at Jennings as well as our Spirit and Splendor fundraising event.

Advance Industries
Adventure Zone
Akron RubberDucks
Donna Alexander
All Things for You
AMC Ridge Park Square 8
Patrick and Joan Andrews
Anonymous
Apollo’s Fire Baroque Orchestra
Apple American Group, LLC
Avon Oaks Country Club
Balloflex
The Banquet Center at St. Noel
Sarah Barger
Beck Center for the Arts
Bill and Carol Bennett
Blue Canyon Kitchen & Tavern
BPI Information Systems
Cyndi Brancazio
Lisa Brazytis
Brecksville Center for the Arts
The Brew Kettle
Edward and Dawn Byler
Cain Park/City of Cleveland Heights
Cameron J. Camp, Ph.D.
James and Patricia Campbell
Canton Charge
Carrie Cerino’s Ristorante & Party Center
Casamel’s Pizza
Catholic Cemeteries Association
Cleveland Cavaliers
Chagrin Valley Little Theatre
Charles Scott Salons & Spas
The City Square Steakhouse
Cleveland Botanical Garden
Cleveland Browns
Cleveland International Film Festival
Cleveland Metroparks
Cleveland Metroparks Zoo
Cleveland Monsters
Cleveland Public Theatre
Beth Cole
Common Threads Quilting Guild
Mr. Eric Cotton
Terry Coyne
Creekside Restaurant & Bar
Liane Crow
CryoActive Fitness Therapy
Cuyahoga Community College
Discount Drug Mart
Don Basch Jewelers
Donley’s
Eddie’s Pizzeria Cerino
Walt and Pat Ellert
Lynn Ensinger
Ericka’s Hair Styling & Makeover Transformation Center
Euclid Fish
Neil Evans
Executive Caterers
Fratello’s Italian Restaurant
Diane Friery
Game On! Arcade & Sports Pub
Ann Garbler
Betty Garisek
The Giordano Family
Geauga Mechanical
Sister Mary Kathleen Glavich, SND
Rita Glow
Mary E. Glowacki†
Go Ape Tree Top Adventures
Gold WOBL Country
Golubski Deliberato Funeral Home
Hairways
Rick and Terri Hall
Kathi Hays
Healing Hands Clinic
HealthAgree
Don and Jeanne Henderson
Holy Family Catholic Church
Holy Spirit Guild
Home Depot
Leanne Hooper
Dr. Michael Hopkins
Bill and Peg Horvath
Hughie’s Event Production Services
Chris Hyland
Jim Hyland
Illusion Unlimited Salons
I’m In Ministry!
In Memory of Lillian Karpinski by her children
Ironwood Golf Course
Jennings Hospice Team

Residents benefit from the generosity of our community who give their time and many varied talents. One such group is Common Threads Quilting Guild, who handcrafted beautiful quilts and lap blankets to keep residents and adult day service participants cozy in the cooler weather.
Jennings welcomes pet visitors and therapy animals, who offer special bonds and unique companionship. #LifeHappensHere
2018 Annual Report

2018 Tribute Gifts

Our Tribute Program acknowledges gifts made both in memory and in honor of those who have touched our lives. The listing below reflects tribute gifts made from January 1, 2018 through December 31, 2018. The Development Office can be reached at (216) 581-2902, ext. 2327 with any questions.

Josefa Agay†
Rachiel Agay Kopack

Elizabeth Albrecht†
Kurt and Barb Albrecht
Anonymous
Jennifer Bubonics
Vincent and Joyce Cicirella
Diane L. Dick
Family & Friends of Elizabeth Albrecht
Gail Fox
Mr. and Mrs. James Mariano
Mervis Diamond Importers
Joe and Nancy Mirenda
Lawrence and Loretta Post
James and Elizabeth Shortle
Mark and Judene Silbiger
Frank B. Strater
Taylor Wilson

Dorothea Andrews†
Dale and Sharel Andrews
Dan and Kathy Chmielewski
Tom, Kelly and Sylvia Chmielewski
Bernard and Mary Lou Jasko
Marie Kruszynski
Margery McCrory
David and Patricia Nobili
Dan Tucholski
Gregory and Suzanne Wilk

Joseph Andrews†
Dale and Sharel Andrews

Donna Androsky†
John Androsky

Chris Androsky†
John Androsky

Frank App†
Frank J. App
James F. App
Thomas and Anne Behrend
College Now Greater Cleveland
James and Karen Kipstuhl
Richard and Cheryl Langan

Paul and Lillian Arthur†
Lawrence and Mary Ann Arthur
Margaret Bakos†
Anonymous
Agnes Bartoszek†
Dale Roginski
Virginia Agnes Belfield†
Mary Christmyer
Eleanor Bendokas†
Martin and Cheryl Bendokas
Anna Benedictis†
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew M. Benedictis
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Benedictis
Fred and Sophia Bennett†
Bill and Carol Bennett
Margaret Bennish†
Keefe Family
Ray and Eileen Tisler
Ann Boczek†
Diane Best
Jim and Pat Conway
Clara Ferrara
Lileigh’s Hallmark
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Huntley
Richard Konisiewicz
Anthony and Ann Marie Kozak
Charlene and Ken McCarthy
Mike and Carrie Niece
Sarah Pozek
Robert Prusak
Dennis and Mary Rowinski
Bob and Sandi Stratman
Bob and Carla Weber
Robert and Anita Huntley

Edward Bosela†
Donald Bosela
Howard B. Bram†
Anonymous

Charlie Brown
Tom Brown
Edward and Roxanne Cappelli†
Pete and LaVerne Cappelli
Bette and Tom Calevich†
Dr. Carla Calevich

Casey Cencer†
Jim and Barbara Laski

Charles Cianciolo†
Tony and Cheryl Ann Collova

James D. and Joan M. Clark
James and Karen Clark
Joseph and Cheryl Clark
Nicholas William Goddard
Richard Mackessy

Marge Clements†
Anonymous

Mary Cole†
Barbara Kozel

Gerri Costa
Mary Schmitz

Edna Cotter†
Robert Bowen
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cotter
Tailgating games, opening day parties and happy hours are a few of the ways we enjoy our Cleveland sports! #LifeHappensHere
On Veterans Day, staff members, including Jennings Hospice and Jennings Home Care staff, had the privilege of honoring veterans for their service. We personally thanked each veteran and pinned them with a miniature American flag pin to honor them during the luncheon ceremony.
Florence Krejci†
Dave Krejci

Genevieve Kulevich†
James and Carol Kulevich

Jean Kulevich†
James and Carol Kulevich

Kathryn Kurdziel†
Henry P. Kurdziel

William Kuser†
Mrs. William Kuser

Martha Kutik
Jodie Bender

Mary Catherine Larkin†
Mary Jane McGowan

Gladys LaRocca†
Thomas and Joyce Kish
Salesforce Foundation

Josephine Liotta
Diane Hrdy

Barbara J. Little
Janet E. Dula

Eleanor Lock†
Don and Pietrerra Lock

Anna Long†
Susan and Sal LoDolce

Patricia Luboski†
Thomas and Kathleen LaManna
Jennifer Luboski and Paul Kwon

Mildred Mallin†
Dr. Michael A. Mallin

Shirley Malloy†
John and Lisa Malloy

William Malloy†
Anonymous

Lillian Mamone†
Peter R. Mamone

John and Elsie Markowski†
Mr. and Mrs. David W. Muska

Agnes Markovich†
Nancy L. Markovich

Geri and Edwin Marks†
George and Margie Zolan

Patricia Marshall†
Kristen Wheeler and Jason Skok

Irene Mazzola†
Russ Mazzola

Evelyn Mc Ardle
John Mc Ardle

Emma Marie McCabe†
Yolanda Tench

Ellen A. McGrath†
James and Carol McGrath
Michele and Kevin McGrath

James McGrath
Laura and Thomas Mather

James J. McGrath IV†
James and Carol McGrath

James J. McGrath, Sr.†
James and Carol McGrath

Dorothy McIntyre†
Mary Ann Theby
Robert Voytas

Emily Meder†
Mrs. Sylvia Meder

Andrew and Anna Michalczycy†
Robin and Karen Bonda

Peter Michaels†
Rosemary E. Michaels

The Michalczyc Family Members
Robin and Karen Bonda
Andrew Michalczycy

Dorothy Mikula†
Donna M. Newton

Helen Miles†
Keith and Mary Miles

Matthew J. Milnar, Jr.†
Mr. Mark M. Milnar

Margaret Morelli†
Charles J. Morelli, Jr.
Charles J. Morelli
Matthew and Jonida Morelli

Mary Moscarino†
George and Barbara Moscarino

Matthew Mroz†
Irene Mroz

Maria and Bernard Muhle†
Johanna M. Kinder

Jane Mulhern†
Sheila and Chuck Niles

John and Viola Mummert†
Dr. Robin Dever
Dawn Keske

Hattie A. Mussig†
James and Nancy Brann
John Haslup
Robert and Juliann Zab

Rosemary Nagy†
James and Mary Ann Martello

Helen and John Nemec†
Pat Kuczynski

Stella Nemec†
George Nemec

Mary Agnes Neumann†
Johanna M. Kinder

Frank Nimberger†
Tom and Donna Nimberger

Anna Oswald†
Catherine M. Bonk
Travis and Karen Clower
Carol Ann Dooley
Co-workers of Terry Oswald
Friends and Family of Anna Oswald
Stephen and Lisa Rudge

Estelle D. Ozog†
The children of Estelle Ozog

Syvester and Alice Philipps†
Gary J. Philipps

Mary Patrick†
Patricia A. Patrick

Mary Pellegrini†
Ellen Christian
LoPresti Funeral Home

Dorothy Pendleton†
Joyce and Jack Hall

Thelma Peoples†
Ms. Dora Steward
Mrs. Myrtle Mell
The Moore Family
Bernard Peoples
Marvin and Yvonne Clark

Stephany Perhach†
Lou Zigmund
Louis and Jean Zigmund

Basil and Mary Picone†
Fred Kovalik

Reba Pietrocini†
Thomas W. and Joanne C. Pietrocini

Lawrence Pijor†
Anonymous
Thanks to the generosity of Jim and Joan Clark, combined with 2017 Spirit and Splendor guests, Jennings was able to implement technology on its entire Garfield Heights campus. The staff loaded individualized apps on iPads and implemented Music and Memory to benefit all residents and participants. #LifeHappensHere

Margaret Piotrzkowski†
Bruce and Sue Bilek
Joel and Carol Novak
Eric Schram
Ann Piskura†
Kathleen Lynch
Michael Piskura and
Rebecca Bidinotto
Jim Piskura
Charles and Mary Piskura
Margaret Piskura†
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Dowd
Kathleen Lynch
Ann Polkar†
Allan and Nancy Poklar
Mary Polomsky
Michael A. Polomsky
Annabelle Poti†
Gerald F. Arnold
Minnie Powers†
Dr. Robin Dever
Dawn Keske
Bea Prusinski
Nancy and Harvey Gray
Michael Puky†
Lois A. Puky
Paul and Betty Pullin†
Dave and Cindy Saunders
Mary Pusateri
Connie Cordaro
Bertha Radous†
George and Connie Radous
Libbie Rehor†
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Kan
Helen Reklinski†
Maureen Q. Harrington
Mary Jo Hogan
Patricia and Dennis Menendez
Mary F. Voglmayr
Joseph M. Relovsky†
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph L. Relovsky, Jr.
Renee Fontana Roche†
Kelly Edler
Ted and Eleanore Rutkowski†
Bill and Chris Wrobel
Oscar Saks†
Mark and Pam Dobbins
Allison Salopeck
Jacquelyn Mancini
John R. Semancik†
Martha Semancik
Guy Sheaffer†
Ranelle A. Gamble
Allison Gruden
Jean Toombs
Edmund A. Shearey†
Nancy A. Shula
Bill and Renee Vander Wyden
Frances Shimko†
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Wenger
May Sikole†
Dario and Kathleen Sanchez
Edward Sikora†
Eric and Wanda Paszt
Julia M. Silvestro†
Michael Silvestro
Eleanor Simko†
Anonymous
Dan and Michelle Gore
Sandra Crocker Hosfeld
Janet Rice
Ann M. Rowlett
Robert R. Sepsi
Denise Tuchfarber and Jim Simonin
Ann J. Winton
John and Petrina Simpson†
Susan S. Means
Sister Margaret Mary
Bill and Carol Bennett
Jason J. Lundy
Mrs. Ruth Polak
Tom and Dee Welch
Sister Mary Philomena†
Richard and Maureen Cerny
David and Denise Kodek
Barbara Kozel
Sister Patricia Raelene
Elizabeth Clark
Arthur Edward Gowran
Marian Kennelly
Rochelle Roth
Sister Regina Marie†
Thomas and Nena Pittinger
Sisters of the Holy Spirit
Albert and Dawn Hanzlick
Jeff and Isabel Pohto
Connie Skerl†
Anonymous
Martin and Christina Skocaj†
R. A. Skocaj
Mary Smigel†
Tom and Trudy Wrabel
Fr. W. J. Smith†
Rev. Carl A. Uhler
Whether they are enjoying the Mardi Gras festivities or visiting residents to trick-or-treat at Halloween, children from The Learning Circle bring laughter, joy and intergenerational relationships to residents of our Garfield Heights campus.

#LifeHappensHere
Lifetime Donors

Thank you to our loyal donors who continue to support our ministry. Our lifetime donors are placed into the following categories based on their accumulated giving throughout the years.

Seraphim
($1,000,000 and above)
Mr. and Mrs. George J. and Lenore A. Goudreau, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Murlan and Margaret Murphy, Sr.
The Stefanski Family

Cherubim ($750,000 to $999,999)
The Cleveland Foundation

Uriel’s Society
($500,000 to $749,999)
Eva L. and Joseph M. Bruening Foundation
Catholic Charities Corporation
F.J. O’Neill Charitable Corporation

Gabriel’s Society
($250,000 to $499,999)
The Fred A. Lennon Charitable Trust
The McGregor Foundation
Saint Luke’s Foundation of Cleveland
The Sanson Company
Third Federal Foundation

Raphael’s Society
($100,000 to $249,999)
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Breen
James D. and Joan M. Clark
Dworken & Bernstein Co., L.P.A.
Kathleen M. Huttel
Mr. William Koehl
David and Martha Kutik
Mt. Sinai Health Care Foundation
The Morelli Family
John P. Murphy Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond M. Murphy
Ohio Capital Corporation for Housing
John R. Perney
PNC Foundation
The Stella Smiechewicz Family
Norman Smyke

Michael’s Society
($75,000 to $99,999)
Anonymous
Ms. Rose Cacciapaglia†
Cuyahoga Arts & Culture
George J. and Kathleen E. Goudreau, Jr.
Jacque and Peter Hoyt
In Memory of Ann Hrezik†
KeyBank Foundation
Bernard R. and Lillian Koehl†
Edward Lamb Foundation, Inc.
J. Robert and Ann Snider McCabe†
Samuel H. and Maria Miller Foundation
Charles J. Morelli, Sr.
Quality Bolt and Screw Company
The Reinberger Foundation

Archangels
($50,000 to $74,999)
Abington Foundation
Anonymous
Carfagna Family Foundation
Rita and Peter Carfagna
Charles A. Fatica, Jr.†
Fifth Third Bank
Forest City Enterprises
Charitable Foundation
The Harry K. and Emma R. Fox Charitable Foundation
Pearl Gasper†
Jeanette Honsa
Mr. William Joyce†
The Krill Co., Inc.
The Family of Harry and Carol Kutik†
Edward Lamb†
The Estate of Gloria Mayer†
The David and Inez Myers Foundation
Pauline Nitsche†
O’Neill Brothers Foundation
The William J. and Dorothy K. O’Neill Foundation
Sisters of Charity Foundation of Cleveland
Mr. and Mrs. Richard† and Joan Spittler
The Sutowski Foundation
Frank and Anne Wade

Guardian Angels
($25,000 to $49,999)
Anonymous
Thomas J. and Jane E. † Campbell
Dr. and Mrs. Theodore J. Castele Foundation
Joseph and Hermine† Cech
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony A. and Joan P. † Cianciolo
Collins Gordon Bostwick Architects
The John Milton Costello Foundation
Mrs. Esther Cunzolo
Sandra and Joseph G. Curatolo
Tony and Susan DiGeronimo
Mr. and Mrs. Robert† Egan
Mr. and Mrs. Randall J. Gordon
The Paul† and Linda F. Grau Family
Robert† and Queenie Healey
Thomas J. and Carol A. Kelley, Sr. †
Wendy and Gene Killeen
Mr. Robert Koehl†
Albina Laskowski†
Thomas and Laura Mather
Hugh and Suzanne Morgan
Barbara and George Moscarino
Brian and Cynthia Murphy
Patrick and Andrea Powers
Rockport Ready Mix
Scott and Allison Salopeck
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Schubert†
The Sherwin-Williams Company
John and Jeanette Walton
Timothy Zak
**Angels**

($10,000 to $24,999)

Mrs. Genevieve Ambrose†

Mr. and Mrs. L. Louis† and Carlene Amoroso

Anonymous

Mr. James D. Appleyard†

Most Rev. Floyd Lawrence Begin†

James and Patricia Campbell

Chart Industries, Inc.

Sheila P. Cooley

Judy and Darrel Cox

Greg and Julia Cumberbatch

George and Karen Daverio

Mr. Joseph J. Dolezal†

Donley’s, Inc.

Evelyn and Mark Duffy

Michael and Beth Evans

Fedeli Family Charitable Foundation

FirstEnergy Corporation

Mr. and Mrs. Anthony C. Foos

Mr. and Mrs. Richard F. and Ethel M. Geisinger†

Daniel† and Rita Glow

Mr. and Mrs. Albert F. Hanzlick

Hausser and Taylor

Mr. and Mrs. John D. and Pauline M.† Henderson, Sr.

John and Stella Hnanicek†

Rev. Paul J. Hritz†

Walter and Jean Kalberer Foundation

Elizabeth Kazay

Stanley Kempf†

Anne and Steve Kordas

Kevin and Susan Kramer

Dave Krejci

Mrs. Elizabeth Jane Krejci†

Geraldine Krolikowski†

David J. Krus

Kulas Foundation

James and Carol Kulevich

Henry P. Kurdziel

Lancaster Pollard

JeffreyV and Mary Lanksy

Mary Jane Latimer†

Mr. Anthony E. Lavelle†

Colleen Lavelle

Dr. Javier Lopez, M.D.

Catherine M. Mannion

The J. Robert† and Ann† Snider McCabe Family

James and Carol McGrath

Medical Mutual of Ohio

Branden Melich

Ken and Beth Misener

Charles J. Morelli, Jr.

The Murphy Family Foundation

Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Nock

The NRP Group

Ohio Department of Transportation

Paladin Protective Systems, Inc.

Precious Blood Parish

Precision Environmental Systems, Inc.

The Elisabeth Severance Prentiss Foundation

Harry T. † and Geri Quick

Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Rybicki†

Tom and Denise Rybicki

Mr. John Schmader, Jr.

Jacob G. Schmidlapp Trust,

Fifth Third Bank, Trustee

Marion Schuckert

James Serfass

Mr. and Mrs. Leonard and Mildred Siemborski†

Mr. Stanley H. Smith†

Richard J. Snider

In Memory of Dr. and Mrs. F.A. Spittler†

George Topolski

Thomas and Charlotte Twaro†

George and Mary Kay Vaul

Daniel Weir

The Weitzel Family

Patti and Tom Wennerberg

Debbie and Mike Wilson

Dr. and Mrs. Robert H. Wright

In Memory of John F. Zakrajsek†

Ted and Diane Zawadski

Rev. Anthony Zepp†

Salvatore and Michele Zingale

James G. Zupka, CPA

Dr. and Mrs. Daniel Zydowicz

† The symbol of the cross indicates that the member is deceased.

Jennings celebrated Founder’s Day with donors and friends to give thanks for helping us to continue our mission in the legacy of our founder, Monsignor Gilbert P. Jennings.
For more than 75 years, Jennings has nurtured the body, mind and spirit of adults over 55. Jennings is a vibrant, non-profit organization, rooted in its Catholic foundation and serving people of all faiths through choices for successful aging:

- Adult Day Services
- Alzheimer’s/Memory Care
- Apartments with Services
- Assisted Living
- Child and Infant Care
- Community Programs
- Home Care
- Hospice

- Lifelong Learning
- Long-term Care
- Respite Care
- Short-term Skilled Nursing & Rehabilitation
- Spiritual Services
- Villa Homes
- Volunteer Opportunities

Brecksville | Chardon | Garfield Heights | Shaker Heights

Follow our stories. Connect with us.

Facebook: JenningsOhio
Twitter: JenningsOhio
Instagram: JenningsOhio
LinkedIn: JenningsOhio

10204 Granger Road
Garfield Heights, OH 44125
216-581-2900
www.jenningsohio.org